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Address RST International Glass Co., Ltd. 
No 5078, Dongfeng Lu, Weifang 
262605 Weifang

Country China (People´s Republic)

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Our main products are clear float glass,reflective glass,tinted float glass,sheet glass,tempered glass,insulated glass ,laminated glass,Low-E
glass,patterned glass,Aluminium Mirror, hot bent glass, 15mm, 19mm over size glass and other kinds of deep processing glass.....

RST Glass Clear Float Glass

Features;

1) High light transmittance, excellent optical performance

2) Smooth and float suface, visible flaw is controlled strictly

3) Easy to be cut, insulated, tempered and coated

Standard

Comply with China GB11614-1999, Europe EN 572, and Russia GOST 111-2001

Specifications

Thickness: 2, 2.7, 3, 4, 5, 5.5, 6, 8, 10, 12, 15, 19mm

Size: 3660/3300/3210*2550/2440/2250/2140,1524/1600/1650/1830*2134/2250/2400/2440, etc.Cut to size is workable upon customer´s detail
requirement. 
 

Reflective Glass

RST GLASS Reflective Glass,with different colours, thickness and size in high quality and reasonable price.

Colour: Green, French green, dark green, bronze, grey

Thickness: 3mm. 4mm. 5mm. 6mm. 8mm. 10mm

Size: 1830*2440.1524*2134.1500*2000.1220*2440.2134*3050.2134*3300.2134*3660.

Various thickness and size available according to customers´ requirements 
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